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Las Vegas transportation is plentiful. Use the following tips to help you get around this rollicking city. From the airport located on the south end of the Strip, McCarran International Airport is an ultramodern facility that even provides slot and video poker machines. But don't expect to hear the satisfying clank
of coins as they fall from a winning machine. The airport has paperless slots where you give your money to a cashier and she gives you a note to slip, quietly, into the machine. Ad Rental Car: At McCarran Airport, the large car rental companies are located in the baggage claim area. Shuttles for each car
rental company are located just outside baggage requirements and can take you directly to the car lot. Rates range from about $18 for a compact car to $100 for a deluxe SUV. Car rental companies can be contacted using free phones near the baggage claim areas. If you want to get around the city
easily, especially if you plan excursions from the Strip that don't take a guided tour, you'll want to rent a car. Many visitors choose to rent a car to get away to scenic spots outside the city. Don't worry about where to park because all hotels have rental parking spaces. Taxi: A long taxi rank is located just
outside the eastern side of the airport baggage claim area, outside exits 1 to 5. Airport staff are available on taxi curbs to help you mark one. Be aware that you will be charged $1.20 on all fares originating from the airport. From the airport, you can expect to pay $8 to $9.50 for a taxi ride to the southern
end of the Strip, $9.50 to $12 to get to downtown Strip, $13 to reach the Stratosphere Hotel, and $15 to $17 to get to downtown Las Vegas. This fixed fee is in addition to what you choose to tip the driver, which is generally $1 to $2 for a fare under $10. If the fare is higher, which is possible in this
sprawling city, and if the driver is friendly and helps with your luggage, you may end up paying a tip of 15 to 20 percent. Before you get into a taxi, keep in mind that the number of passengers is limited to a maximum of five people. Public transportation: You can catch a shuttle on the north and west side of
the baggage claim areas, just outside doorways 8 to 14. Bell Trans and Grayline/Coach (702-739-5700) are the two most popular, but there are five companies that service the Las Vegas area. Shuttle service between the airport and The Strip costs about $4 per person and about $5 per person for a trip
between the airport and downtown Las Vegas. Shuttles operate 24/7 in this nonstop city and they are the best option because it is closer to the baggage claim area and the drivers are helpful with luggage and tourist information. Also often provide magazines with coupons and up-to-date information about
headliners and attractions in Vegas. Another option is to use the Citizens Area Transit Bus System located on the ground level at McCarran. A one-way ticket on Route 301 to the Strip will cost $2; An off-strip one-way ticket on other routes will cost $1.25. A total of 49 bus routes are available to take you
throughout Las Vegas and surrounding areas, so check with the Citizens Area Transit System (702-228-7433) for the latest schedules. Driving during rush hour: With tremendous growth occurring in Las Vegas, out-of-towners should be aware that rush hour can be hectic. Rush hour is typically between
6:30 a.m. and 10:00 p.m. and 15:00 and 18:30. In these designated times, Interstate 15 and U.S. 95 become clogged with commuters traveling from east and west and north to south. And the Rainbow Curve, the area of U.S. 95 between Lake Mead and Jones Boulevards running both north and south,
becomes a virtual parking lot, as does the Spaghetti Bowl, where Interstate 15 and U.S. 95 cross. Traffic rules: Las Vegas is built on a grid, so if you happen to get a bit lost, continue to take rights or left and you'll end up where you started. While driving in Las Vegas, watch out for the taxi drivers. They are
notorious for quickly cutting in front of you or flying over three lanes to turn left from the far right turn lane. Many visiting drivers do not understand that you can turn right on red (unless otherwise stated). Locals will be quick to remind you of this with a long, healthy dip if you hesitate. Getting around Public
transportation, fares: The Citizens Area Transit Bus System has routes that run along the Strip 24 hours, but be careful if you venture to other areas like downtown, where you can only take a bus from 5:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. You don't want to get stranded far from your hotel room and end up paying $40
for a taxi to drive you back. The one-way bus fare on the Strip is $2 per ride; $1.25 in other areas like downtown. Exact fare is always required. The Las Vegas Strip Trolley is a convenient way to travel Las Vegas Boulevard from 9:30 to 1:30 daily. The wagon's North Loop serves the major Strip hotels
and the South Loop, then makes its way to the South Coast Hotel &amp; Casino and the Las Vegas Outlet Center, among other stops. The price is $2.50 per trip, and the exact fare is required. Deuce is a double-decker bus that runs on Las Vegas Boulevard. You can choose between 53 seats on the
upper deck and 27 seats on the lower deck. A one-way fare is $2, or you can buy a day pass for $5. The Las Vegas Monorail runs along the east side of the Strip between Mobil Three-Star MGM Grand and Mobile Two-Star Sahara hotels. This is a relatively new addition to Las Vegas, and it hasn't yet
worked out all the kinks. The Monorail has broken down a few times with travelers on board having to wait to get stuck or get off the tracks. Price is $5 for a one-way ticket, $9 a two-way ticket, ticket, $40 for a three-day pass. Two monorail lines operate for free on the west side of the Strip. A tram runs in
a loop 24 hours daily between Excalibur, Mobile Three-Star Luxor and Mobile Three-Star Mandalay Bay. The second monorail system moves between Mobil Three-Star Treasure Island and Mobile Three-Star The Mirage from 7am to 2pm daily. Taxis, on foot, or by bike: Basic taxi fare is $3 for the first
mile, $1.80 for each extra mile, and $0.35 a minute while stopped at a red light. Taxis can only accommodate up to five passengers. Keep an eye out for taxi drivers who can try to take you the long way around the city to get to your hotel. McCarran Airport is located towards the southern end of the Strip
and most hotels are no more than a $20 cab ride away. If you plan to hoof it in Las Vegas, join the crowd. Winter, autumn and spring months are perfect for going from hotel to hotel. The hotels are set up to get you in their business, so you don't have to wander far. They want to make it as easy as
possible to get in and spend money, which is why they spent lots of money on elevated walkways that carry you over the major intersections along the Strip. If you are interested in cycling to your destination, you will quickly discover that this is not a bike-friendly city. You can rent bikes, mopeds, Segways
and scooters on the Strip, but with the clogged sidewalks and fast cabs, these are not very popular modes of transport. And there aren't many bike racks to hold the goods when you're siding with the next big attraction you stumble across. In fact, the only bikes you'll see on the Strip belong to the Las
Vegas Metro Police on patrol. Although there are cycle paths in many residential areas, most serious cyclists come out of town to the picturesque and cooler mountain areas with maintained cycle paths. Obviously, if you're up to gambling and taking in a show, you've come to the right place. But Las
Vegas offers much more than casinos and shows - if you're interested, you can find such unique locations as the Atomic Testing Museum and botanical Cactus Garden. See the next page for information about the many special events and attractions in Las Vegas. This site is not available in your country,
I know, I know- what happens in Vegas stay in Vegas. But if you're not careful, it may be the contents of your wallet, savings account, and retirement fund that stay in Vegas, too. Top 13 free things to do in Las Vegas While hotels come cheap in Las Vegas, attractions and shows don't. That's why you
should supplement your trips to Las Vegas casinos, roller coasters, Cirque du Soleil shows, and other expensive endeavors with these free attractions. Here are 13 fun, free things to do in Las Vegas on your next trip. Bellagio Fountain and Conservatory Botanist Have Andrew Zarivny/Shutterstock
Zarivny/Shutterstock Bellagio fountains pop up in almost every Las Vegas movie ever made, including the iconic ending at Ocean's Eleven. Create your own crime capers or rom-com ending and catch fountains of Bellagio in action; The free show plays every 15 to 30 minutes, depending on the time of
day, and watching it is one of the best free things to do in Las Vegas. Thrillingly synced to pop and classical music, hundreds of separate fountains and water features shoot up in the air with italianate hotel façade as their stunning backdrop. Once you've had your fountain filling, take a leisurely stroll
through the Bellagios Conservatory &amp; Botanical Garden, where gardeners maintain an ever-changing selection of flowers, pavilions, bridges and ponds. The gardens are also free for visitors and provide a good respite from the relentless desert sun. Fremont Street Experience Chad
Zuber/Shutterstock Equal parts mall, concert hall and light show, the Fremont Street Experience takes everything Las Vegas is known for (glitter, light and gambling) and rolls it into a five-block area. The main attraction here is a barrel vault canopy aglow with 12.5 million LED lights, leading pedestrians to
vintage casinos such as the Golden Nugget and Four Queens. Guests can also enjoy free concerts from hard-rocking headliners throughout the summer. Art at The Cosmopolitan in Las Vegas TripAdvisor And you thought Las Vegas had no culture. Cosmopolitan in Las Vegas has amassed one of the
most exclusive art collections in the country, providing a high-pitched break from the Strip's bare skin and penny slots. You'll find fascinating installations throughout Cosmopolitan's public spaces, including the lobby, stairwells and even the parking garage. CBS Television City Research Center at MGM
Grand TripAdvisor You may not be a network exec, but you can still have your voice heard. At the CBS Television City Research Center at the MGM Grand, try brand new TV shows and tap potential pilots during the hour-long screenings. It's one of the best free things to do in Las Vegas. Go into one of
the studios to try program offers from CBS, MTV, Nickelodeon and other Viacom-owned channels. Record your opinion on a test screen and consider yourself part of the TV story before returning to your regularly scheduled vacation. Circus Acts at Circus Las Vegas TripAdvisor Looking for free shows in
Las Vegas? The whole family will approve the circus acts at Circus Circus. This special place on the Strip has long entertained guests with its Carnival Midway and countless circus acts. In fact, the resort contains the largest permanent circus in the world. A rotating cast of jugglers, acrobats, aerialists, and
roller skating stuntmen delights kids of all ages (and cash-strapped parents toting their new carnival prizes). Cap off with a rousing show from Circus Circus resident clowns on Midway's main stage. Let the fact that all this entertainment is free to quell any lingering clown phobia. Downtown Container Park
Kobby Dagan/Shutterstock A giant mechanical praying mantis welcomes visitors to this outdoor park made of repurposed shipping containers. Here you will find shops, restaurants, bars and a stage for free live music performances. Children can enjoy The Treehouse, a play area with a slide and building
blocks, until 9:00 p.m. every day (when the park grows up only). Wildlife Habitat at Flamingo Las Vegas Weichen/Shutterstock You'll likely encounter a variety of colorful creatures on the Las Vegas Strip, from partying bachelorettes with anatomically correct lollipops to celebrities on their seamising
behavior. Catch a glimpse of a different kind of flamboyance at flamingo Las Vegas, with its habitat chock-full of the pink hued birds. A flock (actually called a flamboyance) of Chilean flamingos is on view at the free exhibit, which also features a variety of swans, ducks, koi fish and turtles that live among
leaves and waterfalls. The habitat is located next to the pool area and is one of the great free things to do in Las Vegas for both hotel guests and non-guests. Volcano at mirage Jerry Sharp/Shutterstock Well, this place has really blown up. With a soundtrack by Grateful Dead drummer Mickey Hart and
Indian table drummer Zakir Hussain, the heart-pounding audio/visual attraction at the Polynesian-themed Mirage spewing fire in the air begins at 8:00 pm each night.m making it one of the most memorable free shows in Las Vegas. The smoke that the volcano spout more than 100 meters above the water
is actually perfumed with a pleasant pina colada scent (to cover up the smell of natural gas). The performance rivals the well-known fountains at the Bellagio, another free Las Vegas attraction, just half a mile up the strip. Pinball Hall of Fame TripAdvisor This nonprofit touch museum is actually the world's
largest pinball machine collection. In 10,000 square feet of space, you'll find a selection of more than 200 pinball machines and arcade games from half a century of game history. And every game is playable, from a 1992 Super Mario Bros. machine to the wooden 1947 Heavy Hitter. Admission is free,
although the games are coin-operated (25 or 50 cents per game). Just arm yourself with the knowledge that all excess income goes to charity. Who knew doing well could feel like such good old-fashioned fun? Aquarium at Silverton Hotel and Casino TripAdvisor The only sting here is from jellyfish.
Consistently ranked one of the best free things to do in Las Vegas, the massive saltwater aquarium at the Silverton Hotel and Casino will transport you from the parched desert to a great tropical oasis. About 117,000 liters of saltwater house of fish, sharks, stingrays and reef plants. Interactive feeding
demonstrations and a mermaid show round out the offerings. Welcome to Fabulous Las Vegas Sign up f11photo/Shutterstock A selfie with this famous sign is a must-have to your Instagram feed and it won't cost you a dime. Located at 5100 S. Las Vegas Boulevard, Welcome to Fabulous Las Vegas
signs has marked the beginning of the Strip since 1959. Ethel M. Chocolate's TripAdvisor Located in nearby Henderson is one of the Vegas area's most delicious attractions: Ethel M. Chocolate, where you can enjoy free samples, stroll through a botanical garden filled with cactus, and take a free self-
guided tour through the factory to see how staff prepare pecan brittle, caramel and other tasty treats. First Friday in the Arts District Sam Morris /Las Vegas News Bureau On the first Friday night of each month, from 5:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m., the Arts District in downtown Las Vegas opens its streets for
wallet- and family-friendly fun. Find a variety of artists and vendors hawking their wares, plus live music, activities for kids, and a fleet of food trucks for peckish revelers. Each month's event has a different theme. What to Wear in Vegas For info on these editor-selected topics, click to visit the seller's
website. Things you buy can give us a commission. [viator_tour destination=684 type=3-mod] Editor's note: This story was originally published in 2013. It has been updated to reflect the most current information. Sarah Schlichter contributed to this story. We handpick everything we recommend and
choose items through tests and reviews. Some products are sent to us for free without incentive to offer a favorable review. We offer our impartial opinions and do not accept compensation for reviewing products. All items are in stock and prices are correct at the time of publication. If you buy something
through our links, we can earn a commission. Commission.
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